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a b s t r a c t 

High-confidence computing relies on trusted instructional set architecture, sealed kernels, and secure operating 

systems. Cloud computing depends on trusted systems for virtualization tasks. Branch predictions and pipelines 

are essential in improving performance of a CPU/GPU. But Spectre and Meltdown make modern processors 

vulnerable to be exploited. Disabling the prediction and pipeline is definitely not a good solution. On the other 

hand, current software patches can only address non-essential issues around Meltdown. This paper introduces a 

holistic approach in trusted computer architecture design and emulation. 
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. Introduction 

High confidence computing needs trusted hardware and software.

irtualization is the cornerstone of cloud computing and provides per-

ormance, elasticity, and capability that otherwise could not be achieved

n regular computing devices. There are many factors which could affect

he security. At the software level, backdoors could exist in application

rograms that bring vulnerability to systems. At the compiler level, op-

imization could alter the normal functionality therefore violating the

ecurity. At the hardware level, Branch predictions and pipelines could

eak the conditional or jump actions in a level 3 cache dump, where all

irtual hosts share the same cache memory. At the chip level, manufac-

ures could insert “logic bombs ” in residual gates, understanding that

ot 100% of the gates are used in any processors on a single commonly

universal ” chip. 

This study focuses on security at the Instruction Set Architecture

ISA) level. Great attention is required in designing, developing, sim-

lating, and emulating new processors that are immune to exploits and

ttacks. 

Spectre and Meltdown make modern processors that use branch pre-

iction and pipelines vulnerable to be exploited. It seems to be a virtu-

lization problem, but if we look into the issues caused by Meltdown, it

appens at the cache memory built inside the CPU, an essential memory

hat uses pipelines in improving performance of CPUs/GPUs. Disabling

ipelines will lose the parallel speed-ups, therefore processors will slow

own significantly. On the other hand, current software patches can

nly address non-essential issues around Meltdown. The goal for this

esearch is to propose approaches in designing new generation proces-

ors that can be trusted and are immune to those attacks. 
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. Related work 

Von-Neumann architecture [1] is an implementation of Turing ma-

hine using stored-program concept. Turing Machine defines the theo-

etical concepts of computing mathematically and paths to solutions to

hese computations. The abstract computational device is defined as 

 = 

(
𝑄, 

∑
, 𝑠, 𝛿

)
(1)

here: 𝑄 is a finite set of states 𝑞, 
∑

is a finite set of symbol, 𝑠 is the

nitial state 𝑠 ∈ 𝑄, and 𝛿 is a transition function determining the next

ove: 

∶ 
(
𝑄 ×

∑)
→

(∑
×{ 𝐿, 𝑅 } ×𝑄 

)
(2) 

Instruction sets based on sequential access and linear computation

ave dominated the computer architecture for decades since 1945 until

 reduced instruction set (all instructions run at same numbers of cycles)

ame to earth. 

John L. Hennessy proposed the concept of reduced instructions set

omputing (RISC) in 1980s. The RISC architecture was focused on sim-

ler, lower-cost microprocessors [2] . Since then, RISC architecture plays

 major role in the design and development of CPUs. [3] . Recently, Ora-

le has launched Oracle Cloud Initiative that uses RISC chips to power its

loud platform. Apple has recently announced it will transition the Mac

o its own custom silicon for leading performance and power AI/ML ap-

lications. The Apple New Silicon Initiative uses RISC architecture with

mproved security to reduce the risks of zero-day exploit and protect

gainst remote code execution. Lacking security protection especially

ache memory protection of existing processors has made systems vul-

erable to side channel and cache timing attacks [4] . 
www.manaraa.com
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Spectre and Meltdown attacks [5,6] have once again raised concern

bout the trade-off between security and performance in architecture

esign [7] . Side channel related software leaks range from ALU leak,

egister bank leak, and debug leak. Mulder et al. proposed a modified

rchitecture that seeds and masks circuit to protect side channel leak.

he mask generation uses block ciphers, stream ciphers, hash functions,

r other cryptographic primitives [8] . The approach has shown effec-

ive in protecting side channel attacks. The issue is the cryptographic

omputations are calculated on the same processor. Once the processor

s compromised, the protection will be lost. Siddiqui et al. proposed a

esign to use FPGA over RISC-V implementation to prevent leakage over

alware attacks. It establishes the relationships between BIOS and soft-

are during booting. The system uses TPM based boot to secure data

ow within a processor [9] . The TPM based secure boot is effective to

revent leakage during the booting process. However, the data flow be-

ween the TPM and the processor could expose data to intruders. 

QEMU on RISC-V has drawn the attention by industry and academia

o be one of the top architecture and emulation platform due to their

pen architecture, cross platform, low latency, and optimized virtualiza-

ion features [10,11] . Those advantages have made it especially useful in

loud computing environment. The trusted computing based QEMU vir-

ual machine architecture improves the security for embedded devices

11] . 

This research proposes a holistic approach to enhance security and

o seal the central processors from side channel, memory leak, cache

ump, and debug leak attacks that could lead attackers to cross VMs in

loud computing environment. A quantum random number generator

hip - Quantis QRNG is used to offer highest security, unbreakable and

npredictable randomness, and instant full entropy for cryptographic

elated computations. 

. Instruction set architecture 

The Instruction Set Architecture determines the instructions, data

ypes, addressing mode, and performance of a new processor.

arandikar [12] once said that “ISA is the most important interface in

 computer system where software meets hardware ”. More effort has

een put into improving the speed and performance of CPUs than that

nfo security. With the recent discovery of vulnerabilities in CPUs, peo-

le use software patches to mitigate. This is apparently a short-sighted

usiness decision. Essentially, it has to be resolved at the architecture

evel. The goal of this research is to discover a solution of designing new

rusted ISA that can assure high-confidence computing. 

.1. Complex Instruction set computer architecture 

John von Neumann proposed a stored-program computer architec-

ure - von Neumann architecture - in 1945 [1] . The stored-program con-

ept was based on universal Turing machine that was original proposed

y Alan Turing in 1936 [13] . 

At ISA level, there are mainly two types of architecture: Complex

nstruction Set Computers and Reduced Instruction Set Computers. 

The Complex Instruction Set Computer (CISC) architecture uses the

east amount of instructions needed for it to function. The hardware is

apable of decoding and executing a series of different operations. For

xample, a 𝑆𝐻 𝐼 𝐹 𝑇 instruction takes much less time than a complex

𝑈𝐿𝑇 instruction. The former may only need one clock cycle. The lat-

er however may need a thousand or more clock cycles. This gives the

ompiler much less work to ”translate ” a high-level language statement

nto machine language (assembly). 

.2. Reduced instruction set computer architecture 

The Reduced Instruction Set Computer (RISC) architecture only uses

imple instructions that can be executed in registers within one clock cy-

le. Usually, RISC processors have large numbers of registers but few in-
2 
tructions. For the 𝑀𝑈𝐿𝑇 ( 𝑚 × 𝑛 ) instruction, it divides into four steps:

oad number 𝑚 and 𝑛 into two registers A and B; 𝑃 𝑅𝑂𝐷 A and B; and

tore the product to a memory location. 

Patterson [14] , Chen et al. [15] compared the similarities and differ-

nces between CISC and RISC, particularly the importance of pipelines

f RISC architecture in today’s computers. 

RISC architecture emerged in IBM, CDC and other computers in

960s. Now it has widely adoptions in microcontrollers, microcomput-

rs, as well as mainframe computers. 

It is hard to make a judgement whether RISC is better than CISC

r not. But RISC has dominated the post-PC era and RISC-V [10] is be-

oming more popular in new processors, from micro-controller to super

ISC chips [14] . 

.3. Very long instruction word 

Very Long Instruction Word (VLIW) computers divide a single VLIW

nstruction into multiple operations in execution. It is then possible to

mplement instructions with more than 100 bits on 32/64-bit processors.

.4. Domain specific architectures 

General purpose CPUs are dominant today. However, processors

ased on Domain Specific Architecture (DSA) are on the rise. Though

raphic Processing units (GPU) are being used as a general purpose

rocessor, it was initially used in handling graphics for efficiency.

ensor Processing Units (TPU) handle tensor product [16] , the most

omputational-intensive part of Deep Neural Network (DNN) inference

n deep learning. 

.5. RISC-V 

Developed at UC Berkeley in 2010, RISC-V (the fifth edition of RISC)

s a new open ISA that contains a stack of software tools for architec-

ure design. There have been a lot of hardware implementations such

s 𝑐ℎ𝑖𝑠𝑒𝑙 − 𝑟𝑒𝑝𝑜 − 𝑡𝑜𝑜𝑙𝑠, a tool based on Python 3.7; 𝑐ℎ𝑖𝑝𝑦𝑎𝑟𝑑, an agile

ISC-V SoC design framework; 𝑒𝑠𝑝 − 𝑖𝑠𝑎 − 𝑠𝑖𝑚, a RSIC-V ISA simulator;

nd 𝑅𝑜𝑐𝑘𝑒𝑡𝐶ℎ𝑖𝑝, and a paramaterizable RISC-V chip generator, etc [10] .

Many scholars agree that RISC is by far the best general-purpose ISA.

s an open ISA, it reduces the risk of monopoly because it is unable to

e owned by a single company, which may leave back-doors for vulner-

bilities. It is also a good model for developing countries that utilize the

ools to develop their own architectures for high confidence computing

eed. 

Below are some major characteristics of RISC-V: 

• Simplicity. The RISC-V ISA manual has 76,702 words (236 pages)

while the x86-32 contains more than two million words (2198

pages). 

• Modularity. The RISC-V core runs a full software stack from OS com-

pilers to debuggers. This makes the multiply and divide, double-

precision floating-point instructions possible. 

• Efficiency. The RISC-V offers low energy implementation, which is

ideal for IoT applications and also supports high-end applications 

• Reservation of opcode space. Reservation of opcode space enables

RISC-V to couple between general purpose cores and DSA cores. It

also leaves opcode space for custom accelerators. 

• Better Security. Implementations based on open source can be made

for free, for profit, or closed for certain security needs. This elimi-

nates the potential of malicious code or circuits in existing processors

and allows it to be used in high confidence systems and applications.

DSA is becoming popular and general purpose ISA is still dominat-

ng the market. The new, trusted ISA should follow the RISC-V specifi-

ation with the integration of security in design and development (both

ardware and software) processes. Therefore, a better emulator that can

mulate both hardware and software configuration is necessary. 
www.manaraa.com
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Fig. 1. Cache memory in cloud computing architecture. 
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. Design and develop trusted instruction set architecture 

The current ISAs focus more on performance by using pipelines, pre-

ictions, and shared multi-level cache memories. It lacks of guaranteed

solation between virtual machines in the cloud computing age. As a re-

ult, Spectre and Meltdown can happen on merely any processors man-

factured after year 2000. So far software patches can only be effective

f the processors running in a much slower mode with prediction and

ther critical speed related services disabled. This research proposes to

eal the processors from side channel, memory leak and cache dump at-

acks at the ISA level. Quantum random number generator and trusted

omputing base add another level of security for cryptographic compu-

ations that are essential for data exchange and communication. This

ould have not made possible if the open RISC-V architecture were not

ome to earth. 

Emulators help design and develop processor hardware such as CPU

ogic, I/O, and memory, and core software, such as kernels, OSs, and

irtual machine managers. In cloud computing, processor resources are

irtualized so vast numbers of services and instances can share the same

esources. ISA emulators can not only assist in designing and developing

 variety of ISA architecture such as x86-64, ARM, and SPARC but can

lso emulate virtualization modules, hypervisors, and dynamic binary

ranslations. In addition, emulators such as Quick Emulator (QEMU) can

mulate FPGA and help in reverse-engineering. 

.1. Hardware emulations 

QEMU can emulates processors through dynamic binary translations.

t is a full-system emulation system that can run operating systems for

ny machines on any supported software. It is especially helpful in de-

igning and developing new processors that have better security mech-

nisms to prevent code embedding and potential logic bombs that come

ith an existing processors. 

Below are some features of QEMU: 

• Full ISA emulation 

• User-model emulation 

• Run virtual machines with near native performance 

• Network emulation 

• Guest isolation and TLS security 

.2. Vulnerabilities in virtualization 

Virtualization is the core for cloud computing. Guest isolation is the

undamental part that all cloud platforms have claimed to provide. Yet,

aven’t been able to achieve due to the Spectre and Meltdown issues

6,16] discovered recently. 

.2.1. Spectre 

Modern processors use pipelines and branch prediction to maximize

erformance [17] . The CPUs guess the destination and attempt to fetch

he instructions ahead for executions in order to keep the pipeline max-

mal. When there is a “hit ”, the CPU commits, if it is a “miss ”, the CPU

iscards. Spectre attacks look for the “miss ” that leaks the victim’s cre-

entials and compromises the victim via a side channel. The vulnera-

ility has been found on many common processors used in cloud and

ersonal computing devices including Intel, AMD, and ARM. 

Techniques to countermeasure the Spectre attack include prevent-

ng speculative execution, which results in significant decrease of CPU

erformance; modified speculation, which provides security but with re-

uced performance; and enhanced authentication and authorization in

ccessing each website in a separate process [18] . 

.2.2. Meltdown 

Pipelines and out-of-order execution are indispensable in perfor-

ance improvement for processors. Meltdown exploits side effects of
3 
ut-of-order executions on modern processors. The attack is indepen-

ent of the OS or other vulnerabilities in the software. The address space

solation break can lead to memory read out from other processes or vir-

ualizations by an adversary. 

Cache is faster memory than main memory. Modern CPUs have two

o three levels of caches, each with larger space and less speed further

way from the CPU. Cache functions as ”whole-sale ” where it only writes

n blocks of data, instead of a single piece. Cache side-channel attacks

xploit differences in memory access time. Flush+Reload [19] attacks

xploit the last level cache (level-3) by frequently flushing a targeted

emory location. The time differences in reloading the data give an

ndication of whether data was loaded by another process. CPUs and

ven cryptographic algorithms are both vulnerable to the attack. If a

overt channel exists, it can leak information from one security zone to

nother. As a result, it is imperative to design trusted ISAs to prevent

uch attacks. Fig. 1 is a typical cloud architecture that the CPU with three

evels of cache. Since level 3 cache is always shared between virtual

osts, a side channel attack could steal the cryptographic keys. 

Software patches are common to countermeasure the Meltdown at-

ack. Unfortunately, it brings significant overhead to processors, there-

ore reducing the speed. Hard memory segmentation is another way to

ddress the problem. Intel and many processors have adopted memory

egmentation technology. But existing kernel space and user space split

s considered “soft ”. 

.3. Design and emulate trusted ISAs 

The need to design and develop trusted ISAs for high confidence com-

uting is growing. RISC-V has the support from leading industry includ-

ng IBM, AMD, NVIDIA, Qualcomm, Microsoft, Google, and MIT. QEMU

s the top pick to emulate a variety of processors and provides the best

erformance in a virtualized environment. The Capability Hardware En-

anced RISC Instructions (CHERI) extends the conventional ISAs with

ew feature for fine-grained memory protection and software compart-

entalization [20] . The QEMU-CHERI combination on RISC-V provides

ardware level security that can be emulated for real processors [21] . 

A discrete Trusted Platform Module (dTPM) is an isolated, sepa-

ate feature chip that all necessary computing resources are contained

ithin the discrete chip package. A discrete TPM has full control of ded-

cated internal resources including RAM, nonvolatile memory, and cryp-

ographic logic. 
www.manaraa.com
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Fig. 2. Trusted ISA architecture. 
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Fig. 3. Block diagram of microsemi HiFive unleashed expansion board. 
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This research uses a dual-bus model [22] , discrete Trusted Platform

odules [23] , the RISC-V architecture, and QEMU-CHERI hardware and

oftware emulator to design and emulate a holistic Trusted ISA (TRISA)

rchitecture that could be immune from Spectre and Meltdown attacks.

ig. 2 shows a new trusted ISA architecture. There are two buses in

he proposed ISA. Bus A (green bus) is the internal bus between the

reen zone (top) and Demilitarized Zone (DMZ) (bottom). Bus B travels

etween the DMZ and the Internet. The DMZ (red zone) uses RISC-V ar-

hitecture. Authentication and cryptographic key exchanges are handled

y a dTPM, which contains a on-chip cryptographic engine for security.

.4. RISC-V chip development 

The constructing hardware in a Scala Embedded Language (Chisel)

24] is a hardware design language with advanced circuit generation

eatures. In addition, it can be used for designing both ASIC and FPGA

igital logic designs. The hardware primitives provides the power of

odern programming language to developers to program complex and

arameterizable circuits for a better level of abstraction and security. 

.5. Enhanced RISC-V to side channel attacks 

The TRISA architecture applies EQMU-CHERI on top of RISC-V ISA

rchitecture, a separate dTPM, a two-bus data flow, and debug feature

o prevent side channel attacks. The protection model includes: 

• Lest privilege. Setup bounds, permissions, and access control policies.

• Strong Protection for Pointers. Architectural primitives to support pro-

tection for C and C++ language pointers. 

• Use Trusted Computing Bases (TCB). Protection of buffer overflow and

leaks. 

• Integrity Protection. Use hash and isolation control to guarantee the

integrity. 

• Capacity Sealing. Better exception control for modification and jump.

• Instant full entropy. Use Quantum RNG to offer highest security in

cryptographic computations. 

Mitigation on Spectre and Meltdown attacks can be implemented

hrough: 

• Branch avoidance on conditional moves. 

• Use of speculation barriers to limit speculation. 

• Avoid explicit flushes at the microarchitectural level. 

• Use different kernel address spaces for different users. 
• Integrity control at architectural level. b  

4 
These architectural changes and mitigations have to happen at a

ardware level. It is imperative to consider these factors during the ISA

esign and emulation process so new processors can keep the pipeline

peed-up performance while guarantee the principle of virtualization -

solation. 

.6. Emulate TRISA on QEMU 

TRISA is being tested on a 64-bit Linux distribution (Ubuntu 18.10).

fter building QEMU with the RISC-V target, the system is ready to run

ISC-V Linux on a development board - SiFive HiFive Unleashed or an

valanche board with Microsemi PolarFire FPGA [25] . 

The HiFive board has universal features that can be tailored for de-

elopment purpose. It contains: 

• A low power PolarFire FPGA 

• 24 lane PCIe switch and PCI express card connector 

• SS and SATA connectors 

• 4G DDR4 by 16 memory and flash memory 

• FPGA design software 

Fig. 3 shows a block diagram of Microsemi HiFive unleashed expan-

ion board [26] . It is programmed for the ISA being tested. 

. Conclusions and further discussions 

The 64-bit RISC-V TRISA emulation shows that through fundamen-

al revision at the ISA level with considerations for keeping hardware

peed-ups, the security is improved with the help of memory protection,

etter branch prediction control, preventing on-safe micro-architectural
www.manaraa.com
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emory flush, enhanced integrity control, external crypto engine, and

he use of the RISC-V TCB. 

The holistic approach to enhance security at ISA level is a funda-

ental step to countermeasure Spectre and Meltdown attacks that oth-

rwise would not be possible using software patches at the present level.

he study brings the trusted computer systems to next generation high

onfidence computing that not only has implications in the science of

omputing but also has strong interests in national security. 
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